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Can you escape tower 2 level 12

If you further explore the tower, you are located in a green house with a water fountain and exotic plants. There's more secret to this garden, then it turns out. 1. Table: Grab the candle and a rotten apple. 2. Plant with teeth: Find a Venus flytrap. Feed the plant your rotten apple. The mouth will open. Get a
wooden stick from the inside. 3. Candle: Light the candle with candle sticks on the shelf. 4. Tree hole: Use the lit candle to lighten and help you look at a dark tree hole. Recycle a watch face. 5. Podium: Put bell face on the surface. Then place the wooden stick in the middle. You just assembled a sun link.
Read the clock. Get time: 8:30. Tip for Can You Escape Tower 2 Level 12 Walkthrough - Find all 15 purple dragon gem on each stage to unlock secret room and solve mystery logic &amp; mystery code to escape all the tower room ! прохождение Can You Escape - Tower 2 by Kaarel Kirsipuu/MobiGrow
on iphone and Android Can you escape Tower 2 Stage 12 Cheats get a dirty feather on right bookshelf and get a bowl of the candles put the bowl on the right floor side where you can see water then place the feather to clean it typing left statue and put the feather to the roll you can see a music posting it
on left piano finds the position of G E C A - H F D B using the book on the right bookshelf Last updated on October 5th, 2020 at 10:05 am Can you escape - tower Level 12 Walkthrough, Solutions, Cheats, Answers for iPhone , iPad, Android, Kindle, iPod Touch and other device by Kaarel Kirsiupu. What is
the solution for can you escape tower Level 12 ? We try our best to resolve the answer manually and work in the answer here, right now the best answer we've found for this is Collect an apple and a candle from the desk on the right. Lift the candle from the middle and use it to reveal the hole of the tree.
Collect a panel from within. Now feed the apple on the plant on the left and collect a stick. Now place the panel and hold on to the stand on the left. The panel shows 8.30 by following the shade. Now tap the box on top of the desktop and set it to 8.30. Collect scissors and cut those vines along the table.
Play the puzzle, answers in the picture. Now check the fountain and you can collect a key from there. Use that key to open and pass the hatch. Some people are looking for this: Can you escape Tower 12 Can You Escape Tower Level 12 Can You Escape Tower Walkthrough Level 12 More Akin to This
Page: Tags: Can You Escape - Tower Continues With Episode 2! Many years have passed since you managed to escape the evil magician's residence. Years passed and you thought his power was contained, but then the strange light began to come from its top... Your mission is to solve difficult puzzles
and magical puzzles and see if you have what it takes to escape through all the rooms that are the have to offer. Think you can make it? Go ahead and download this amazing room escape game now! But if you haven't played first episode yet consider playing this legendary escape game before finishing
Can You Escape - Tower 2! Game features: ↗ Realistic atmosphere!↗ antique puzzles!↗ Beautiful graphics!↗ True Room Escape Game! Game!
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